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Introduction
[versão document MSWord]
This report on human rights violations in water management in the state of São Paulo
reveals how the human right to safe drinking water and sanitation has been and continues to be violated by the current government of the state of São Paulo.
Addressed to the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the human right to safe drinking water and sanitation, Léo Heller, the report demonstrates how a lack of planning
combined with decision making that lacks transparency and that does not prioritize
people has led to arbitrary and unacknowledged interruptions to supply, non-compliance with international norms and risks to public health.
The intention of this report is to denounce to the world these violations of rights given that Brazil has attempted to portray the collapse of water and human rights as a
management success story.
[versão Web]
The origins of this report on human rights violations in water management in the state
of São Paulo lie in a meeting that took place in April 2015 between the Aliança pela
Água and the Coletivo de Luta pela Água and the United Nations Special Rapporteur
on the human right to safe drinking water and sanitation, Léo Heller.
On the basis of the evidence presented in this report the United Nations is requested
to take the appropriate measures and to request official explanations regarding the
violations of the provisions of agreements and decisions on these issues adopted
under the framework of the United Nations.
The preparation of this material was undertaken collaboratively by the Aliança pela
Água and the Coletivo de Luta pela Água and is organised as follows: 1. International
normative framework for the human right to safe drinking water and sanitation; 2.
Evidence of human rights violations; 3. Responsibilities.
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1 http://www.ohchr.org/EN/

Issues/WaterAndSanitation/
SRWater/Pages/
SRWaterIndex.aspx

International normative framework for
the human right to safe drinking water
and sanitation
The human right to safe drinking water and sanitation is recognised in a wide range of
international documents, agreements and declarations. Some of the main provisions
adopted within the framework of the United Nations and international law are highlighted in the following paragraphs.
According to the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the human right to safe drinking water and sanitation, having access to safe drinking water and sanitation is central to living a life in dignity and upholding human rights. This requires that safe drinking water and sanitation are available, accessible, safe, acceptable and affordable for
all without discrimination.
The introductory page of the Special Rapporteur’s website states that “having a tap
which delivers unsafe water does not improve one’s access. Human rights demand
a holistic understanding of access to water and sanitation.1 The rights to water and
sanitation further require an explicit focus on the most disadvantaged and marginalized, as well as an emphasis on participation, empowerment, accountability and
transparency”.
In July 2010, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution recognizing
the right to safe and clean drinking water and sanitation as a human right that is essential for the full enjoyment of life and all human rights. The resolution stresses the
importance of fair access as part of the realisation of all human rights.
Subsequently in September 2010, the Human Rights Council affirmed this recognition and clarified that the right is derived from the right to an adequate standard of
living and inextricably related to the right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, as well as the right to life and human dignity.

2 http://www.unhchr.ch/tbs/

doc.nsf/0/a5458d1d1bbd713f
c1256cc400389e94/$FILE/
G0340229.pdf

The General Comment 15 on the right to water of the UN Committee on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights2 establishes that, while the adequacy of water required
for the right to water may vary according to different conditions, the following factors
apply in all circumstances:

Progressive realization – universal access may be realised only gradually, but
states are under an obligation to take necessary steps. Such steps must be deliberate, concrete and targeted towards the full realization of the right to water.
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Progressive realization – universal access may be realised only gradually, but
states are under an obligation to take necessary steps. Such steps must be deliberate, concrete and targeted towards the full realization of the right to water.

Availability – The water supply for each person must be sufficient and continuous
for personal and domestic uses. These uses ordinarily include drinking, personal
sanitation, washing of clothes, food preparation, personal and household hygiene. Additionally, sanitation should only be considered realised when collection, transportation, treatment and elimination or reutilization are assured.

Quality – the water required for each personal or domestic use must be safe, therefore free from micro-organisms, chemical substances and radiological hazards
that constitute a threat to a person’s health. Sanitation facilities should be hygienic and technically safe, should effectively prevent human or animal contact,
and protect the health of users and the community.

Physical and economic accessibility
•

•

Physical: sufficient, safe and acceptable water and sanitation facilities and
services must be accessible to all at all times, including to people with specific needs such as children, the elderly, people with handicaps or chronic
illnesses. Time, distance and safety need to be taken into account.
Economic: Water, and water facilities and services, must be affordable for
all. Payments for these facilities and services must not compromise or
threaten access to other essential goods and services such as food, housing, education or medicines. Accessibility means ensuring that people are
not forced into unsafe alternatives. This does not imply that all services
should be free, but that it may be necessary to adopt systems of tariffs and
subsidies that ensure that services are accessible to all.

Acceptability – water and sanitation services should take into account the needs
and cultural preferences of users. This presupposes the involvement of individuals and communities in the planning of these services.
Additionally states are under an obligation to abide by a set of principles common to
all human rights:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Non-discrimination and equality of access;
Transparency and guaranteed access to information;
Free, active and effective participation;
Willingness by governments to provide financial and other information
to citizens;
Sustainability of the realization of rights;
Progressive compliance with the obligation to provide the resources
needed for the realization of rights and to avoid relapses.
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Evidence of human rights
violations
On the basis of the normative content of the right to water and sanitation, together with
the general provisions regarding overall human rights, it is possible to list evidence of
multiple human rights violations related to the water crisis in the state of São Paulo.
The evidence is organized in three sections: (i) aspects related to the causes of the crisis;
(ii) procedures and decision-making processes for addressing the crisis; (iii) results of the
measures adopted to combat the crisis. The analysis focuses on the period between late
2013 and the middle of 2015.

Section I
The crisis as the result of a lack of planning
The crisis of water management in the state of São Paulo is the result of a lack of
planning and of non-compliance with provisions established in applicable legislation
at federal, state and municipal levels. The failure to adopt preventative measures has
resulted in negative impacts on accessibility to and availability of sanitation services
and may lead to reversals of progress in their provision.
3 Agência PCJ: http://www.

agenciapcj.org.br/docs/
gestao/portaria-daee-1213.
pdf and ÁguaSP. http://
aguasp.com.br/app/
uploads/2015/02/Chamado-àAção-Plano-de-emergência.pdf

4 For this and other

institutional titles referred to
see the Glossary

5 Valor Econômico: http://

www.valor.com.br/
politica/4175474/tce-culpagoverno-de-sao-paulo-porcrise-hidrica

Non-compliance with the cautionary principle
for avoiding the water crisis
There are multiple suggestions3 that the state government had prior knowledge of
possible changes in the water cycle and the availability of water resources. Of the
official references to the lack of planning, the most scathing is the August 2015
report of the State of São Paulo Audit Tribunal (TCE)4 which, following its analysis
of the accounts of the governor, concluded that other prior measures could have
been taken such that the crisis would not have reached the point it was now at or,
at least, would have enabled its impacts to have been minimized.5
The report of the TCE argues that the Alckmin administration “should have also taken
effective measures for the prevention and protection against extreme hydrological
events”, such as severe droughts, and calls for “the establishment of a specific contingency plan for possible risks of water shortages”.
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Over-exploitation of resources

6 Folha de São Paulo: http:/
www1.folha.uol.com.br/
cotidiano/2015/08/1675464grande-sp-teria-51-mais-aguase-gestao-alckmin-tivesseagido-antes.shtml

The over-exploitation of water sources in Brazil’s southeast region and the absence of
environmental conservation measures are the main causes for the current low levels
in the reservoirs serving the metropolitan region of São Paulo. Calculations made by
the press suggest that Greater São Paulo could enjoy 51% more water if anticipatory
measures had been taken by the state government and by SABESP (Basic Sanitation
Company of São Paulo).6 To summarise, if the measures belatedly adopted by the
state government had been in place since January 2014 the volume of water in the
reservoirs would be much greater than it is at present.

7 Estado de São Paulo: http://

With regards to the reforesting of watersheds, specialists from EMBRAPA, FGV Agro
and the School of Agronomy of the University of São Paulo (ESALQ)7 argue that the
financial cost of re-establishing the riparian vegetation along those rivers that supply
the Cantareira system would be much less than the billions to be spent on the civil
engineering works announced by the state government in response to the crisis.

8 Agência Nacional de
Águas: http://arquivos.
ana.gov.br/institucional/
sof/Renovacao_Outorga/
SABESP-Renovacaode
OutorgadoCantareira.pdf

The Cantareira system8

opiniao.estadao.com.br/
noticias/geral,recuperacaode-mananciais-imp-,1645444

9 Estado de São Paulo: http://
sao-paulo.estadao.com.br/
noticias/geral,cantareirae-vista-como-insuficientedesde-2004,1131244

The licence granted to SABESP by the State of São Paulo Water and Electricity
Department (DAEE) in 2004 stipulates that the company undertake within thirty
months “studies and projects that will enable a reduction in the dependence on
the [Cantareira] system”.9 The first version of the SABESP study, delivered to the
DAEE in 2006, was considered inadequate and further studies were requested
of the company. These studies were only delivered in 2014, after the deadline,
resulting in the over-exploitation of the system and clearly revealing the lack of
planning on the part of the concession-holder and the responsibility of the state
government, its principal share-holder.
The obligation to provided sanitation services in the Piracicaba, Capivari e Jundiaí
(PCJ) river basins that would enable the treatment of 95% of the sewage collected
from the municipalities in the basins by the end of 2014 was similarly not met.
Despite this non-compliance there is no evidence that sanctions were applied by
the concession grantors (ANA and DAEE) or by State of São Paulo Regulatory Agency
for Sanitation and Energy (ARSESP) for these violations of legislative and of contractual obligations.

Section II
Procedures and decision-making processes
for addressing the crisis
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10 El País: http://
brasil.elpais.com/
brasil/2015/07/11/
politica/1436632020
_878800.html.

Notwithstanding the obvious seriousness of the situation, the state government has
adopted a position of denial of its critical nature10 and of the unacknowledged reductions in supply. At the same time numerous contracts and works are being carried
out under emergency procedures through an abusive use of exceptional measures
allowed for under tendering and environmental licensing procedures.
In this way the tacit recognition of the emergency situation has been used to allow
extraordinary measures to be adopted in the case of contracts11 and administrative
procedures,12 but not with regard to clarity, equity and transparency of the measures
adopted to ensure service delivery.

Non-implementation of contingency
measures foreseen in law
13 Aguasp: http://

aguasp.com.br/app/
uploads/2015/02/Chamado-àAção-Plano-de-emergência.pdf

14 Globo.com: http://

g1.globo.com/sao-paulo/
noticia/2015/07/planode-contingencia-da-crisehidrica-e-papelorio-inutil-dizalckmin.html

15 The plan was prepared

by DAEE e drawn up by a
team made up of staff of
DAEE, SABESP and of the
following state government
secretariats: Planning and
Regional Development,
Environment, and Sanitation
and Water Resources: http://
www.daee.sp.gov.br/index.
php?option=com_content&v
iew=article&id=1112:planodiretor-de-aproveitamentodos-recursos-hidricospara-a-macrometropolepaulista&catid=42:combatea-enchentes

16 Including plans prepared
by the Hydrographic Basin
Committees of the Alto Tietê,
Piracicaba/Capivari/Jundiaí,
Baixada Santista and Médio
Tietê/Sorocaba regions

Federal Law 11.445/2.007, establishing national guidelines for basic sanitation, identifies emergency and contingency planning as part of the minimum content of sanitation planning, and requires the preparation of municipal sanitation plans including
emergency and contingency measures as prerequisites for the concession of sanitation service contracts. These plans need to be updated by municipal authorities every
four years. The plan for the municipality of São Paulo, for example, was approved in
2010 without contingency and emergency measures, and has yet to be updated.
In spite of the legislation and multiple pressures13 for contingency measures during
2014, no plan has yet been drawn up. The governor of the state has shown indifference and disdain for the law and for planning measures capable of ensuring water
security, calling a contingency plan unnecessary.14
So far the only plans announced concern the carrying out of works to increase the supply of water or to bring greater flexibility to the system, along with some free-standing
initiatives such as the construction of pipelines to supply regions up to now supplied
by the Cantareira system.
For the State of São Paulo contingency plans have been on the agenda since the
2013 publication of the Water Resources Utilization Master Plan,15 designed to improve decision making for ensuring water security. The plan stresses the importance
of water balance and establishing contingency measures. It contains a warning that
river basin plans prepared by their respective committees16 do not contain contingency and emergency measures.
There is thus uncertainty about how the crisis will be addressed and how mitigation
of its impacts on citizens and on economic activities under scenarios involving continuity of the crisis and marked reduction in water availability will occur. There is no
official information on measures for ensuring continued water availability to institu-
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tions serving in-patients or vulnerable persons or to providers, public or private, of
essential public services whose access to water cannot be interrupted, such as hospitals, health posts, clinics, schools and crèches, police stations, prisons, airports, bus
stations, old peoples’ homes, or kidney dialysis clinics.

17 Folha de São Paulo: http://
www1.folha.uol.com.br/
cotidiano/2015/01/1583421em-resposta-a-prefeitosalckmin-anuncia-comitegestor-para-crise.shtml

One sign of how the state government treats contingency planning with a mixture of
informality, improvisation, opaqueness and authoritarianism can be seen in the fact
at least two versions of a supposed contingency plan were circulated among members of a select executive group, but never shown to the committee specifically established to manage the crisis (the Comitê Gestor da Crise).17 It is worth pointing out that
this crisis management committee, which comprises representatives of civil society
groups and of municipal governments, as well as state government authorities, has
met only once, in February 2015, with no practical outcome in respect of the purposes for which it was established by state decree. It would be no exaggeration to say that
this committee makes a mockery of democracy and public participation.

Guaranteed demand contracts
In 2002 special contracts known as guaranteed demand contracts were instituted for
commercial and industrial clients. These are agreements approved by ARSESP and
awarded by SABESP to large consumers such as clubs, shopping centres and large
enterprises who consume more than half a million litres of water a month. Under such
agreements consumers are awarded tariff discounts of up to 75% for a fixed quantity
of water at a fixed price, an arrangement that encourages irrational water use.
18 Such guaranteed demand
contracts can be seen at:
http://apublica.org/2015/05/
finalmente-os-contratos-dedemanda-firme/

These contracts are a way of encouraging large consumers to purchase water from SABESP rather than seek alternative sources, such as artesian wells, or invest in reducing
consumption or in technologies such as rain water capture. 18,19

19 El Pais: http://

brasil.elpais.com/
brasil/2015/02/12/
politica/1423765554_696443.
html

20 n° 61.111/2015
21 Instituto Socioambiental:
http://www.socioambiental.
org/pt-br/blog/blog-do-isa/
alianca-pela-agua-de-spdivulga-nota-sobre-a-criacaodo-comite-de-crise-hidrica.

Lack of free, active and meaningful participation
The lack of transparency and of social control by the population in the case of the
water crisis is well-known. The decree20 establishing the crisis committee previously
referred to designates the representatives of stakeholder groups by name despite
the fact that no consultation had occurred and no public explanation of the criteria
used for their selection was given. Representatives of the river basin committees, the
deliberative bodies responsible for water resources, or of affected communities were
not included in the committee, a fact which led to the publication of a public protest
by these bodies.21
The few public hearings that took place demonstrated the degree of disdain for public
participation, given that little advance publicity was given. The hearing to review the
surcharge which SABESP would apply in 2015 was held on 29 December 2014, with
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22 Jus Brasil: http://
www.jusbrasil.com.br/
diarios/82687379/dospexecutivo-caderno-1-19-122014-pg-8
23 Estado de São Paulo:
http://sao-paulo.estadao.
com.br/noticias/geral,secrise-piorar-vamos-distribuiragua-com-canequinha-dizdiretor-da-sabesp,1172901

notice given in the official state gazette on 19 December 2014.22 This timing was
extremely inappropriate in light of the end of year festivities and holiday period.
Information provided by the authorities continues to be evasive and at odds with the
reality of the situation. Official responses to questions have on a number of occasions
appeared sarcastic or light-hearted. See for instance the report that the director of
SABESP suggested that if water availability dropped even further the company would
deliver water “by the cupful”.23
The population has similarly not been given guidance that explains the crisis and
offers advice on avoiding water-borne diseases or precautions with non-potable alternative water sources. There is no public information concerning any new initiatives
by municipal and state public health services to prepare the public for possible epidemics or to expand activities to prevent their occurrence.

24 Estado de São Paulo:
http://sao-paulo.estadao.
com.br/noticias/geral,faltade-agua-em-sp-faz-caminhaopipa-ficar-ate-275-maiscaro,1577463

Reduced supply in the São Paulo metropolitan region has led to a significantly increased use of water trucks.24 There is however no evidence of greater inspection and
control of companies providing these services in respect of the quality of the water
delivered.

Section III
Impacts of the measures adopted

25 Globo.com: http://

g1.globo.com/sao-paulo/
noticia/2014/10/sabespadmite-possivel-incrementode-ocorrencias-de-falta-dagua.
html; Folha de São Paulo:
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/
cotidiano/2014/10/1535091corte-no-abastecimentode-agua-atinge-60-dospaulistanos-diz-datafolha.
shtml

26 Globo.com: http://
g1.globo.com/sao-paulo/
noticia/2014/10/moradoresreclamam-de-falta-dagua-epedem-racionamento-oficialem-sp.html
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Given the lack of planning and of the adoption of contingency and emergency measures, we can see the negative impacts of those measures adopted – in the main
carried out in haste and with no public discussion – on the availability, economic
accessibility and quality of water. These may well result in backward steps in respect
of the progress made so far in the coverage and quality of sanitation services in the
state of São Paulo. The impacts include:

Arbitrary, unannounced, disguised and
sudden interruptions of service
In mid-2014 SABESP began interrupting supply either through closing valves or by
reducing pressure by means of pressure reducing valves.25 These operations were
initiated in the most distant neighbourhoods and with no prior communication to
consumers. The responses given to those who complained and to journalists were
that “system maintenance” activities were being carried out.26 This type of (mis)information is still handed out by SABESP staff as if they are following a strict script to
disguise and hide a systematic interruption of supply, by making it appear accidental and unplanned. The expansion of this operation to more central neighbourhoods
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27 Globo.com: http://

g1.globo.com/sao-paulo/
noticia/2014/10/presidenteda-sabesp-depoe-cpi-e-negaracionamento-de-agua-em-sp.
html; El Pais: http://brasil.
elpais.com/brasil/2015/02/06/
politica/1423183657_198414.
html

28 Rede Brasil Atual: http://

www.redebrasilatual.com.
br/cidadania/2014/09/
para-secretario-de-alckminreclamacao-de-falta-deagua-vem-de-pessoas-quegostam-de-microfone-3095.
html; Ultimo segundo: http://
ultimosegundo.ig.com.br/
politica/2014-10-06/alckmindiz-que-nao-falta-agua-emsp-temos-reserva-de-200bilhoes-de-litros.html

29 Rede Brasil Atual: http://
www.redebrasilatual.com.
br/ambiente/2014/10/idecaponta-que-racionamentode-agua-ja-e-realidade-emsp-9831.html Carta Capital:
30 http://www.cartacapital.
com.br/sociedade/
idec-lista-evidencias-deracionamento-de-agua-emsao-paulo-2938.html
31 Lei de Acesso à Informação
(LAI, n° 12.527/2011)

32 Globo.com: http://
g1.globo.com/sao-paulo/
noticia/2014/10/idec-dizque-sabesp-divulgou-mapasde-pontos-criticos-de-faltadagua.html
33 Legisweb: https://

www.legisweb.com.br/
legislacao/?id=279945

34 Globo.com: http://
g1.globo.com/sao-paulo/
noticia/2015/02/moradoresapontam-falta-de-agua-forado-horario-informado-pelasabesp.html
35 Folha de São Paulo: http://
www1.folha.uol.com.br/fsp/
cotidiano/195361-sp-culpaconsumidores-por-falta-deagua-na-madrugada.shtml

36 Fiquemsabendo.com:
http://www.fiquemsabendo.
com.br/2015/09/reclamacoespor-falta-dagua-triplicam-nase-ipiranga-e-sao-mateus
37 (see next page)
38 (see next page)
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served to confirm that reduction in pressure was taking place. Despite all the evidence
that the system was totally without water in a number of regions,27 the official line
was to continue to deny “cuts” were taking place.28
Following complaints by consumers about lack of water, in July 2014 the Brazilian
Consumer Protection Institute (IDEC) started a campaign which collected more than
790 reports of water shortages in the São Paulo metropolitan region. Around 70% of
those complaining of water shortages stated that supply was cut every day, once a
day, while 62% stated that this happened at night. Data collected up to October 2014
were sent to SABESP, ARSESP and the state government of São Paulo, requesting appropriate actions.29
In light of the omissions of the responsible authorities and companies, data was requested under the freedom of information legislation30 on neighbourhoods placed
under pressure reduction regimes. The information released was generic and incomprehensible (including an unscaled map).31 It was only in response to the publication
of ARSEP Deliberation no 545 of 7 January 201532 that a table was released showing
the neighbourhoods and the times of supply cuts or pressure reductions,33 but which
bore little relation to reality.34
Despite the existence of building regulations and regulatory agency requirements for
residential water cisterns, a large proportion of the population occupies buildings
that do not possess water storage facilities. Water cuts or pressure reductions without
warning or planning and that ignore the conditions (financial or logistical) necessary
for installing water cisterns reveal an evident disrespect for human rights. In another
demonstration of insensitivity and irresponsibility, high-level state authorities have
even blamed citizens for the water shortages, claiming that the population is ignorant
of the technical standards for residential water storage.35
It should be emphasized that service interruptions continue and that the numbers of
consumer complaints to SABESP about water shortages have increased in comparison to last year.36

Non-compliance with norms
It is ironic that, in recent declarations, SABESP has admitted breaching official ABNT
norms by reducing water pressure in the system more than is allowed.37 The same
has occurred in buildings housing industrial and commercial activities, causing serious disruption to these. 38
By reducing the minimum water pressure without warning consumers and public
health authorities, the company is in breach of article 26 of Ordinance 2.914/2011
of the Ministry of Health and of the first paragraph of article 40 of National Law
11.445/2007.
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37 Globo.com: http://

g1.globo.com/sao-paulo/
noticia/2015/02/alckmin-dizque-falta-de-caixa-dagua-emimoveis-e-o-problema-em-sp.
html

38 El Pais: http://brasil.

elpais.com/brasil/2015/02/03/
politica/1422968102_461190.
html

Ordinance 2914/11 – Ministry of Health
Art. 26. It is incumbent on the operator of water supply systems for human
consumption to notify the public health authority and to inform the appropriate
regulatory body and the population, specifying locations and times, whenever
there arise:
I – emergency situations with the potential to affect the security of persons
and property;
II – interruptions, pressure loss or discontinuities in the supply system;
III – requirements to carry out planned works on the distribution network
that may lead to loss of pressure in some sectors;
IV – modifications or improvements of whatever nature in supply systems;
V – situations that may represent health risks.

National Law 11.445/2007
Art. 40. Service may be interrupted by the supplier in the following cases:

39 Folha de São Paulo: http://
www1.folha.uol.com.br/
cotidiano/2015/05/1632224falta-de-agua-afeta-rotina-decolegios-de-sao-paulo.shtml
40 Estado de São Paulo:
http://sao-paulo.estadao.
com.br/noticias/geral,faltade-agua-afeta-crechesinfantis-de-sp,1585155

I – emergency situations that may affect the security of persons or property;
II – a need to carry out repairs, modifications or improvements of any type
to the system;
III – a refusal on the part of a consumer to permit the installation of a device
for reading the amount of water consumed, following prior notification of
such installation;
IV – unauthorized interference by a consumer with pipes, meters or any other equipment belonging to the provider; and
V – default by a consumer of water supply services in respect of payment of
bills despite having been formally notified.
§ 1o Planned service interruptions shall be the object of prior notification to
the regulator and to consumers.

41 Brasil Post: http://

www.brasilpost.com.
br/2015/05/19/hospitaiscrise-agua_n_7329738.html

42 Agência Reguladora

de Saneamento e Energia
do Estado de São Paulo:
http://www.arsesp.sp.gov.
br/LegislacaoArquivos/
ldl5452015.pdf
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It is not just domestic users that have been affected: schools, 39 crèches40 and hospitals41 have had to interrupt activities for lack of water supply. No priority has been
given to such institutions, as is required.
In the ARSESP public meeting previously referred to that instituted the surcharge and
the resulting decision of the agency (n° 545),42 civil society representatives warned
that it was necessary to include crèches and schools among those exempt from the
fines proposed in the draft document (article 3). This advice was ignored, thereby
leaving educational establishments open to senseless monetary penalties.
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43 O Globo: http://
g1.globo.com/sao-paulo/
noticia/2013/11/sabesp-vaireajustar-tarifa-de-agua-eesgoto-em-314-em-dezembro.
html
44 O Globo: http://g1.globo.
com/sp/ribeirao-preto-franca/
noticia/2014/04/geraldoalckmin-anuncia-multa-quemdesperdicar-agua-em-sp.html
45 Época: http://

epocanegocios.globo.
com/Informacao/Visao/
noticia/2014/04/para-idecmulta-por-desperdicio-deagua-e-ilegal.html

46 O Globo: http://
g1.globo.com/sao-paulo/
noticia/2015/05/agenciaestabelece-reajuste-de-1524nas-tarifas-da-sabesp.html;
O Globo: http://g1.globo.
com/sp/campinas-regiao/
noticia/2015/07/sanasapede-juiz-revisao-de-liminarque-barra-2-reajuste-natarifa-este-ano.html
47 Rede Brasil Atual: http://
www.redebrasilatual.com.
br/cidadania/2015/01/
idec-sabesp-tambemmultar-empresas-excessoconsumo-8100.html

48 O Globo: http://
g1.globo.com/sao-paulo/
noticia/2015/03/sabesppede-revisao-de-tarifa-em-sppara-equilibrio-financeiro-dizarsesp.html
49 O Globo: http://

g1.globo.com/sao-paulo/
noticia/2015/03/agenciaautoriza-aumento-de-138-naconta-de-agua-em-sp.html

50 IDEC: http://www.idec.org.
br/mobilize-se/campanhas/
essa-conta-nao-e-minha

51 Valor Econômico:
http://www.valor.com.
br/empresas/4005362/
entidades-civis-questionamreajuste-da-sabesp

Improper tariff increases
In November 2013 an increase of 3.14% in water and sewage tariffs in the State of
São Paulo was approved by ARSESP. 43 In April 2014 the governor announced the
introduction of a fine of 30%, starting with the May bills, for consumers in the São
Paulo metropolitan region supplied from the Cantareira system who increased their
water consumption.44
The government backed down when consumers’ rights organizations criticized the
measure as being in breach of the Consumer Defence Code and the National Sanitation Policy (Law 11.455/07).45
In order to recoup losses from inflation, in November 2014 SABESP increased its water tariffs by 6.49%46 and initiated a practice of offering bonuses or applying fines to
consumers. It should be observed that the same surcharge (fine) was not applied to
the guaranteed demand contracts described above.47
In March 2015 SABESP applied to ARSESP for a tariff increase in order to achieve
“financial equilibrium”.48 The regulator proposed an increase of 13.8% to come into
effect in April,49 but the company sought a bigger increase. Civil society organizations
mobilized to take part in the ARSESP public consultation50 and more than 1,300
emails opposing the tariff increase were sent.51
Finally in May 2015 ARSESP approved a new increase of 15.24%, justified as an “extraordinary increase to re-establish economic-financial equilibrium resulting from the
loss of revenues arising from current and future reductions in the volume of water sold
and from electricity tariff increases”.52
It is important to point out that at no moment SABESP ceased to show a profit on its operations53,54 and that, at the same time it was seeking tariff increases, it paid dividends
of 252 million reais55 to shareholders, according to its official company report.56
The regulator similarly ignored civil society suggestions, made in the public meeting
to review the surcharge, of other ways the state concession-holder could restore revenues or decrease costs. For example the state government has the power to temporarily reduce the ICMS (tax on goods and services) rate and could apply this specifically to the SABESP electricity bill. Additionally, instead of a linear tariff increase,
the regulator could apply higher tariff increases to higher water consumption bands,
reinforcing the principles of progressivity and tax fairness in times of scarcity.

52 (see next page)
53 (see next page)
54 (see next page)
55 (see next page)
56 (see next page)
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Freezing investment in sewage treatment
Using the justification of redirecting resources to investments in combatting the water
crisis, SABESP failed to invest half of its 2015 budget for sewage treatment in the
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52 O Globo: http://

g1.globo.com/sao-paulo/
noticia/2015/05/agenciaestabelece-reajuste-de-1524nas-tarifas-da-sabesp.html

53 Estado de São Paulo:

http://sao-paulo.estadao.
com.br/noticias/geral,aposreajuste--lucro-da-sabespsobe-11-5,1743716

state. Its investment plan presented to investors similarly showed this reduction.57
In this context it should be noted that, according to CETESB, 10% of sewage in São
Paulo state is still not collected and 39% is not treated.58 SABESP did not simply cut
investment, but suspended works that were being carried out.59

Water quality and health risks

54 O Globo: http://g1.globo.
com/economia/negocios/
noticia/2015/08/lucro-dasabesp-aumenta-115-nacomparacao-anual-r-337milhoes.html

55 Approximately USD 81
million at end June 2015 when
dividends were paid

Brazil has national standards for monitoring and providing information on drinking
water quality. In a recent study,60 the Coletivo de Luta pela Água suggested that an
evaluation of the quality of the water actually consumed by the population could
only be obtained following the integrated analysis of the quality controls exercised
by CETESB (water sources), SABESP (treatment plants and distribution network) and
state and municipal public health departments.

56 Sabesp: http://

www.sabesp.com.br/
sabesp/filesmng.nsf/
A719C51E1B26F3BD83257
E3E00834F67/$File/
Form_20F2014_por.pdf

57 Sabesp: http://www.
sabesp.com.br/CalandraWeb/
CalandraRedirect/?temp=
4&proj=investidoresnovo
&pub=T&db=&docid=43F3F
D2B1FAA2034832570
DF006D464A&docidPai=
AB82F8DBCD12AE4883257
68C0052105E&pai=
filho8&filho=neto0
58 CETESB. Relatório

Qualidade das Águas
Superficiais no Estado de São
Paulo, 2014, p. 25: http://
aguasinteriores.cetesb.sp.gov.
br/wp-content/uploads/
sites/32/2013/11/agua-doceparte1-corrigido.pdf. Acessed
on 6 October 2015

59 Estado de São Paulo:
http://sao-paulo.estadao.
com.br/noticias/geral,sabespdecide-suspender-por-120dias-obras-de-tratamento-ecoleta-de-esgoto,1710768
60 Coletivo de Luta pela Água
A crise hídrica e a qualidade
da água. August 2015: https://
www.dropbox.com/
s/2p9nbyc7yrs5mb7/A%20
CRISE%20
H%C3%8DDRICA%20E%20
A%20QUALIDADE%20DA%20
%C3%81GUA%20III.pdf?dl=0
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The document stresses that the direct consequences of water shortage will be reflected
in conditions of hygiene, basic and environmental sanitation, public health, and in national economic activities. The reduction in the quantity of water stocked at source, especially when current levels of severity are reached, is also reflected in a loss of its quality.

Infiltration and contamination risks
in the water distribution network
In a similar fashion the pressure reduction in the water distribution network may
permit the entry of contaminants into the pipes with serious implications for public
health. Given the current state of conservation of the distribution network such problems are practically uncontrollable, given that the numbers of leaks are so high.

Works to use the billings reservoir
Among the emergency works determined by SABESP are two that increase the use of
water from the Billings reservoir without reference to the quality of its water. It is proposed to take water from the Rio Pequeno branch and to increase the take from the
Taiaçupeba branch, at levels beyond their availability, without isolating these waters
from the main body of the reservoir.
The reservoir contains contaminants of all types resulting from the discharge of sewage from the whole São Paulo metropolitan region. The prospect that emerges is of
a situation impossible of being managed by any water security plan, given that there
are no available filters capable of ensuring the drinkability of water that is so degraded in biological terms and with such variability of chemical quality caused by the
discharge of industrial effluents.

Water crisis and
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3

Responsibilities

The water crisis does not have a single cause and its combat will depend on action
taken by the three levels of government, the productive sectors and society as a
whole. The legal framework to address this situation is extremely complex and there
is often a lack of clarity about which level of the federation or which public administration body is required to act.
To a greater or lesser extent at least seven different national policy frameworks, and
their respective regulation at state and municipal levels, are involved: environment,
water resources, sanitation, public health, climate change, civil defence and access to
information, together with their corresponding actors and legal instruments.
Building a new culture of taking care of water of necessity requires understanding
these roles.

Who is responsible for what in the water crisis in São Paulo?
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
•
Ministry of the Environment (MMA) and the National Water Agency (ANA):
coordinating the National Water Resources Plan (PNRH)
•
Ministry of Cities: coordinating National Sanitation Policy (PNS)
•
National Water Agency (ANA): granting and monitoring water use
concessions
GOVERNMENT OF THE STATE OF SÃO PAULO
•
State of São Paulo Regulatory Agency for Sanitation and Energy (ARSESP):
service regulation, recommendations on rationing, ensuring access to
and dissemination of information
•
State Secretariat for Sanitation and Water Resources (SRHS): coordinating
the State Water Resources Plan and the State Sanitation Plan
•
State of São Paulo Water and Electricity Department (DAEE): granting and
monitoring water use concessions
•
State of São Paulo Environment Company (CETESB): monitoring water
quality and issuing environmental permits (CETESB is the principal
shareholder of SABESP)
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OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
•
Municipal administrations: implementing sanitation services and granting
service concessions
•
River basin committees: multi-stakeholder water management bodies
•
Civil society: proposing, participating and applying pressure
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ABNT

Associação Brasileira
de Normas Técnicas

Alckmin

Geraldo Alckmin, Governor of the State of São Paulo 2001-2006, 2010-2014,
re-elected in 2014 for a further four-year term

Brazilian Association for Technical Standards

ANA

Agência Nacional de Águas

National Water Agency (executive agency of the
federal Ministry of the Environment, responsible for implementation of the National Water
Resources Policy)

ARSESP

Agênca Reguladora de Saneamento
e Energia do Estado de São Paulo

State of São Paulo Regulatory Agency for Sanitation and Energy

Cantareira system

The largest of São Paulo’s water supply systems, operated by SABESP and consisting
of a network of six interconnected reservoirs in the Cantareira hills to the north of the
metropolitan area

CESTESB

Companhia Ambiental do Estado de
São Paulo

Comitê de Bacia
Hidrográfica

River Basin Committee: multi-stakeholder bodies established under the National
System of Water Resources Management in 1988

Comitê Gestor da
Crise

Crisis Management Committee: multi-stakeholder established by the state government
which has met only once

DAEE

Departamento de Águas e Energia
Elétrica do Estado de São Paulo

State of São Paulo Water and Electricity
Department

EMBRAPA

Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa
Agropecuária

Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation
(executive agency of the federal Ministry of
Agriculture, Livestock and Food Supply)

ESALQ

Escola de Agronomia da Universidade de São Paulo

University of São Paulo School of Agronomy

FGV Agro

Centro de Estudos do Agronegócio
da Fundação Getulio Vargas

Centre for the Study of Agribusiness of the
Getúlio Vargas Foundation (management training institute and think tank)

IDEC

Instituto Brasileiro de Defesa do
Consumidor

Brazilian Consumer Protection Institute

Lei Federal
11.445/2.007

Federal Law 11.445 of 5 January 2007 establishing national guidelines for basic
sanitation

PERHS

Plano Estadual de Recursos Hídricos

State Water Resources Plan

PNRH

Plano Nacional de Recursos Hídricos

National Water Resources Plan

PNS

Política Nacional de Saneamento

National Sanitation Policy

SABESP

Companhia de Saneamento Básico
de São Paulo S.A.

Water and waste management company owned
by São Paulo state; the largest waste management company in the world by market capitalization, providing water and sewage services to
residential, commercial and industrial users in
the São Paulo metropolitan region and in 363
of the 645 municipalities in São Paulo State.

SHRS

Secretaria Estadual de Saneamento e
Recursos Hídricos

State Secretariat for Sanitation and Water
Resources

TCE

Tribunal de Contas do Estado
de São Paulo

State of São Paulo Audit Tribunal

State of São Paulo Environment Company

